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Resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy has several advantages over the normal Raman spectroscopy (RS) widely used for in situ characterization of solid catalysts and catalytic reactions. Compared with RS, RR can provide much higher sensitivity and selectivity in detecting catalytically-significant surface metal oxides. RR can potentially give useful information on the nature of excited states relevant to photocatalysis and on the anharmonic potential of the ground state. In this critical review a detailed discussion is presented on several types of RR experimental systems, three distinct sources of so-called Raman (fluorescence) background, detection limits for RR compared to other techniques (EXAFS, PM-IRAS, SFG), and three well-known methods to assign UV-vis absorption bands and a band-specific unified method that is derived mainly from RR results. In addition, the virtues and challenges of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) are discussed for detecting molecular adsorbates at catalytically relevant interfaces. Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), which is a combination of SERS and near-field scanning probe microscopy and has the capability of probing molecular adsorbates at specific catalytic sites with an enormous surface sensitivity and nanometre spatial resolution, is also reviewed (300 references).

1. Introduction

Vibrational spectroscopy has been extensively applied to study gas, liquid, and solid materials in a wide variety of fields of chemical sciences. It generally provides more and better-resolved bands and thus contains more information than UV to near IR electronic spectroscopy. Compared with IR (absorption, reflection, reflection-absorption) spectroscopy, electron energy loss spectroscopy, and sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy (RS) has advantages in probing solid catalysts and reagents under working conditions of high temperature and pressure and in the low frequency region, < ~ 1100 cm⁻¹, where vibrational bands in solid catalysts appear.

Like other spectroscopic techniques, RS also has some drawbacks, which limit its usefulness. In the field of heterogeneous catalysis...
catalysis, the drawbacks have been summarized in several reviews\textsuperscript{2–4} and include (1) strong background emission due to fluorescence which makes Raman bands weak or completely undetectable, (2) the intrinsic low sensitivity of RS particularly at low loadings of active material, and (3) the possibility of sample degradation induced by the excitation laser (especially in the UV). All three drawbacks occur not only in many solid catalysts, but also in other liquid and solid materials and are intrinsic to Raman. The last issue depends on the (optical and thermal) properties of the materials, the residence time in the laser beam, the excitation wavelength, and power density of the laser. However, even under very problematic situations (e.g., deep UV excitation combined with photosensitive adsorbates on a catalytic surface), this problem has been successfully overcome by the fluidized bed technique developed by Chua and Stair.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Problem (1) occurs in many catalytic and chemical systems, but can be avoided by UV excitation or time-gating methods. This problem is discussed in some detail in this review. Since the early Raman studies of oxide materials, the background has been attributed to fluorescence that originates from a variety of sources, but there are also non-fluorophore and non-fluorescence sources. These sources are associated with the presence of defect sites and surface hydroxyl groups of high surface area metal oxides, respectively. In this review, three distinct sources are identified, fluorophores, defects, and strong anharmonic interactions, that can simultaneously contribute to the Raman background.

Problem (2) also occurs in many catalytic systems, but can be mitigated by resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy. A detailed comparison of the RR detection sensitivity with other techniques is provided. In situations where sensitivity is poor due to very small concentrations of molecular adsorbates, surface-enhanced and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS and TERS) can be exploited to achieve superior surface sensitivity. This review also describes the applications of SERS and TERS to catalytically relevant conditions.

We provide a perspective on the advantages of RR spectroscopy compared to nonresonance RS. For example, RR can confirm previous assignments of UV-vis absorption bands while providing additional detail. Several types of RR instruments are described in order to assist in the selection of an appropriate RR system tailored to research requirements.

Before beginning the main topics, we briefly review the two main RR theories, an empirical RR rule, and the early application of RR and UV Raman spectroscopy in the field of heterogeneous catalysis.

**Early applications of RR or UV Raman to heterogeneous catalysts**

UV-visible RR spectroscopy studies of molecular species adsorbed on catalytic oxide supports were first reported in the 70’s. Nagasao and Yamada in 1975 reported overtone Raman bands (up to 4th order for totally symmetric I-I stretch) of I$_2$ adsorbed on silica using 488 nm excitation. The same group, Yamada and Yamamoto, in the late 70’s reported intensified Raman bands of pyridine adsorbed on porous Vycor glass and on alumina with 364 nm UV excitation. They compared their UV and visible Raman results with spectra obtained in several liquid solutions. Interestingly, the UV Raman bands for two totally symmetric pyridine stretches (CH and ring) were enhanced by 3–60 times, depending on the solvent, when compared to the visible Raman data.

The first direct detection of surface (transition) metal oxide species by UVRR was reported in 1994 by Smudde and Stair. They observed a new (enhanced) band at 935 cm$^{-1}$ with 351 nm UV excitation that was not detectable with 514.5 nm visible excitation. The band was assigned to the MoO stretching vibrations of surface molybdenum oxide species. A similar enhancement of the MoO stretching band has been reported in 1998 by Xiong et al. for Mo/γ-Al$_2$O$_3$. The MoO stretching band at 910 cm$^{-1}$ was enhanced strongly and moderately with 244 nm and 325 nm excitations, respectively.
2. Theory of resonance Raman (RR) scattering

A detailed description of RR scattering theory is available in a book\textsuperscript{11} and several reviews.\textsuperscript{12–18} Historical advances in RR theory have also been summarized.\textsuperscript{16,17} What follows is a brief description of the theory without complicated theoretical equations and an empirical (Tsuboi) rule.

2.1 Sum-over-states formulation

In Raman scattering, the incident laser light induces a polarization in the sample whose direction and magnitude is described by a polarizability tensor with nine elements (six elements if the tensor is symmetric) designated $xx$, $xy$, $xz$, $yx$, $yz$, $zz$. In the sum-over-states picture Raman scattering is considered as a two-photon process from an initial to a final state of the system, in which transition moments from the initial to various intermediate states, and from the intermediate states to the final state are involved. This process was initially expressed by Kramers–Heisenberg (KH) or Kramers–Heisenberg–Dirac (KHD) equations, where the elements of the Raman polarizability which contribute to a particular transition are related to sums over the vibrational (and rotational) states of all electric-dipole-allowed intermediate electronic states. Classical polarizability theory combined with molecular symmetry (point group theory) predicts which vibrational modes are Raman active, but cannot account for intensities and selective resonance enhancements.

Albrecht\textsuperscript{19} derived a more quantitative theory of RR scattering by introducing the Herzberg–Teller expansion into the KH dispersion equation. Modern theory of RR intensities is mainly based on the work of Albrecht and collaborators,\textsuperscript{19–21} who treated RR as a vibronic (vibrational and electronic) spectroscopy. In normal Raman scattering, the excitation does not interact with the excited electronic states and the polarizabilities (and polarizability derivatives) can be considered properties of the electronic ground state. In contrast, for RR scattering the incident laser frequency is resonant with one or more allowed electronic transitions. The positions of RR bands occur at electronic ground-state vibrational frequencies, but the intensities of RR bands include specific information on the structure and dynamics of the resonant electronic state.\textsuperscript{14,22,23} Albrecht and collaborators\textsuperscript{19–21} showed how RR intensity can arise from several mechanisms designated A-term (Franck–Condon overlap), B-term (Herzberg–Teller vibronic coupling), etc.

The A-term is associated with the Franck–Condon (F–C) approximation which is based on the Born–Oppenheimer (B–O) adiabatic approximation that is valid simply because a nucleus is much heavier than an electron. Under the F–C approximation, the electronic transition occurs vertically, \textit{i.e.}, without change in the nuclear positions in the molecule. Quantum mechanically, the intensity of a vibronic transition is proportional to the square of the overlap integral (F–C factor) between the vibrational wavefunctions of the ground and excited electronic states. B- and higher order terms are dependent on the interaction between electronic and nuclear motions.

For the A-term to be non-zero, two conditions must be met.\textsuperscript{11,24,25} First, the transition dipole moment must be non-zero, \textit{i.e.}, the resonant electronic transition must be electric-dipole allowed. This requires the excitation wavelength to be within the contour of an intense charge transfer (CT) or $\pi$–$\pi^*$ type absorption band. The RR intensity is proportional to the square of the absorption intensity.\textsuperscript{26} Second, the vibrational overlap integral (F–C factor) must be non-zero. This condition is well satisfied when there is a displacement of the potential energy minimum along the normal coordinate between the two (ground and excited) electronic states. Symmetry considerations require that such a displacement can occur only for totally symmetric modes unless the molecular symmetry changes in the excited state. With a small displacement only the fundamental vibration is enhanced. As the displacement increases, overtones (and combinations) are also observed, and their intensities increase relative to the intensity of the fundamental. Non-totally symmetric modes generally have no A-term contribution because there is no such displacement and do not show overtone progressions.\textsuperscript{12} They can gain intensity in the fundamental with either A-term (\textit{i.e.}, F–C term \textit{via} a change of symmetry or Jahn–Teller distortion in the resonant excited state) or B-term resonance scattering.\textsuperscript{11,24}

The B-term is generally much smaller than the A-term,\textsuperscript{11} and can play the dominant role only when the A-term is nearly zero. A-term and B-term enhancement can be differentiated using the observed UV-vis bands, RR excitation profiles (intensity of Raman bands as a function of the excitation wavelength), and a rapid decrease of Raman intensity that accompanies detuning from resonance.

2.2 Empirical Tsuboi rule and monomeric surface VO$_4$

Hirakawa and Tsuboi\textsuperscript{27} formulated the following rule, called the Tsuboi rule, based on empirical observations of several molecules: “If a Raman band becomes stronger when the excitation frequency is brought closer to the frequency of an electronic band, then the equilibrium conformation of the molecule is distorted along the normal coordinate for the Raman band on going from the ground to the excited electronic state.” The Tsuboi rule is valid for any totally symmetric, asymmetric, and degenerate Raman band.\textsuperscript{26,28} They\textsuperscript{27} illustrated the rule using the ammonia (NH$_3$) molecule. Ammonia is pyramidal in its ground state (X) and planar in its lowest excited electronic state (A, 217 nm above the ground state). On going from X to A states, the molecule should experience an umbrella motion. The Raman band at $\sim$950 cm$^{-1}$ attributed to the umbrella vibration of the molecule is enhanced $\sim$10 times more than the symmetric stretching band near 3330 cm$^{-1}$ when the excitation laser wavelength is changed from 514.5 nm to 351 nm.

Dehydrated monomeric vanadium oxide, O—V—(OAl)$_3$ can be considered as having pseudo $C_{3v}$ (or $C_1$) point group symmetry\textsuperscript{29} which is similar to the NH$_3$ structure. Unlike the gaseous NH$_3$ molecule, the presence of two or three V–O–Al linkages likely limits the umbrella motion with typical excitations of dehydrated surfaces. Three types of structural changes in the excited states can be inferred from the normal modes of O—V—(OAl)$_3$ (Fig. 1) and match well with a recent DFT molecular orbital calculation\textsuperscript{30} for the $C_{3v}$
structure: (1) totally-symmetric V–O stretching, (2) degenerate or symmetric and asymmetric V–O stretching, (3) VO$_3$ deformation and rocking. Totally-symmetric V–O stretching Raman bands near 1015 cm$^{-1}$ were found$^1$ to be most strongly enhanced with 220 nm excitation. The Tsuboi rule suggests the axial V–O bond will be significantly elongated in its excited state (Fig. 2). Another distinct type of structural (Jahn–Teller) distortion was found$^1$ to exist with 287 nm excitation that is associated with the non-totally symmetric degenerate V–O stretching vibration.

### 2.3 Time-dependent formulation

The other major RR theory, designated as “time-dependent” theory, was initially developed by Lee and Heller$^{31–33}$ In this picture, RR and Raman scattering (and optical absorption) can be described as the time integral of the overlap between (1) a propagating wave packet (given by the initial vibrational wavefunction times the transition dipole) on the Born–Oppenheimer surfaces under the influence of the excited state vibrational Hamiltonian and (2) the wavefunction of the final state in a Raman process (initial state in an optical absorption). At resonance the propagating wavepacket samples a larger portion of the surface than nonresonance. However, Raman scattering can be considered as a short time effect. Indeed, using the short time approximation, Heller$^{31,32}$ obtained a simple formula for the intensity ratio of the Raman fundamentals of two modes that is quite accurate in the classical KHD equation. Also, calculations for large molecules are typically more efficient using this theory.$^{16}$ On the other hand, calculated RR intensities using the short-time approximation can be overestimated due to strong dependence on the adjustable damping factor when compared to the results obtained using the vibronic theory.$^{36}$ Density Functional Theory can underestimate the RR intensities compared to the experimental results.$^{36}$ Nevertheless, RR spectra can be calculated accurately when the size of the system is not too large and the structure is known.$^{36}$

### 3. Instrumentation for RR

#### 3.1 Lasers for resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy

The lasers employed to study solid catalysts and materials by RR spectroscopy will be reviewed.

#### 3.1.1 Argon and Kr ion lasers for visible RR studies. In earlier resonance Raman (RR) studies of simple inorganic molecules and ions, discretely wavelength-tunable argon-ion (Ar$^+$) and krypton-ion (Kr$^+$) lasers have predominantly been used.$^{24}$ These lasers emit continuous wave (CW) output beams
at ~20 different wavelengths in the 407–676 nm visible region. The advantages of CW operation, the availability of many visible wavelengths in a single laser at wavelengths not covered by the frequency-doubled Ti:Sapphire laser, and ease of wavelength-tuning make these lasers useful for RR and SERS measurements.

3.1.2 First generation UV lasers for UVRR (UV resonance Raman) studies. RR studies of biological molecules commonly require UV lasers because their functional groups (chromophores) absorb in the UV. The development of UV laser systems for RR studies of organic and biological samples has been described in detail. In brief, the first successful UV laser systems, that appeared in the mid 80’s, were nanosecond, pulsed, low duty cycle (10–20 Hz) Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet, 1064 nm) lasers with high peak power. Continuous or discrete UV wavelengths were obtained by frequency doubling, tripling, or quadrupling and by application of a dye laser and/or a Raman shifter which shifts the incoming laser frequency by harmonics of the hydrogen stretching frequency of 4155 cm⁻¹. However, high peak power coupled to the low duty cycle could produce unwanted optical processes (e.g., depletion of the ground state populations) and sample degradation or change during long data collection times.

3.1.3 Second generation UV lasers for UVRR studies. The second successful UV laser systems are characterized by intra-cavity frequency doubling of CW Ar⁺ and Kr⁺ lasers with the BBO (β-BaB₂O₄) nonlinear optical crystal. The main advantages are higher signal-to-noise ratios, much lower peak powers due to CW operation, and simplified operation in comparison to Nd:YAG-based systems. The main disadvantage is a limited number of available UV wavelengths.

The helium–cadmium (HeCd) laser (the first commercially available metal-vapor laser) is another CW UV excitation source and emits at 325 nm (also at 442 nm depending on the optics). 325 nm near-UV excitation by the HeCd laser in the mid 80’s, were nanosecond, pulsed, low duty cycle (10–20 Hz) Nd:YAG lasers with high peak power. Continuous or discrete UV wavelengths were obtained by frequency doubling, tripling, or quadrupling and by application of a dye laser and/or a Raman shifter which shifts the incoming laser frequency by harmonics of the hydrogen stretching frequency of 4155 cm⁻¹. However, high peak power coupled to the low duty cycle could produce unwanted optical processes (e.g., depletion of the ground state populations) and sample degradation or change during long data collection times.

3.1.4 Third generation UV-vis lasers for UV-vis RR studies. More advanced UV lasers for RR studies are characterized by quasi-CW (1–6 kHz repetition rate), pulsed (20–50 ns), all solid-state, continuously wavelength-tunable Ti:Sapphire-based laser systems. The nanosecond pulse duration allows nanosecond time resolution in time-resolved resonance Raman (TR²) or time-resolved temperature-jump UVRR measurements. The “all solid-state” feature generally provides better stability and less electrical-power consumption. The laser peak power is low, but the average output power is sufficient for UVRR data acquisition. The laser line width is very narrow, <1 cm⁻¹, across the entire tuning range, which provides a narrow Raman band width and better discrimination of overlapping bands.

The Ti:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser is typically pumped by a Q-switched, intracavity, frequency-doubled Nd:YLF (yttrium lithium fluorite) laser emitting at 527 nm. It generates continuously tunable fundamental wavelengths in the 770–920 nm region. Frequency doubling, tripling, and quadrupling of the Ti:Sa laser with LBO (LiB₂O₃) and BBO crystals generates continuously tunable wavelengths in the deep UV, near UV, and visible regions. 

3.2 Beam focusing and light collection for in situ/operando Raman measurements

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful in situ technique for studies of heterogeneous catalysts because it can provide vibrational spectra of the catalyst material itself, surface species including adsorbates, and gaseous reactants and products in a single measurement, under realistic reaction conditions (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Optical configurations for fundamental Ti:Sapphire, second (SHG), third- (THG), and fourth-harmonic generation (FHG) output. A continuously-tunable, nanosecond-pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser is pumped by a Q-switched, intracavity frequency-doubled Nd:YLF laser.
3.2.3 In situ or operando Raman cell: fluidized bed vs. spinning or fixed bed designs. In situ or operando Raman measurements require a cell that can be used under the desired conditions. Various cell designs applied to heterogeneous catalysis have been described in reviews. Relatively recently, in situ or operando Raman cells coupled to microscope objectives have been described in the literature. More recently, commercially-available Raman cells have been applied to in situ or operando measurements.

The laser beam focused onto the top surface of a solid sample (Fig. 4) may cause thermal- or photo-degradation. The sensitivity to degradation depends on the (1) thermal and optical properties of catalyst (thermal conductivity, specific heat, absorption coefficient at the laser excitation wavelength, etc.), (2) excitation laser power density at the sample, (3) residence time of the sample in the laser beam, and (4) the thermal- or photo-stability of the sample. These issues apply to any solid or liquid sample. For example, biological liquid samples have typically been circulated to decrease the residence time during UVRR measurements.

Spinning solid catalysts in the form of a pressed pellet has been commonly used to decrease the residence time but is difficult to apply to in situ/operando measurements. The size and density of pressed pellets can lead to mass and heat transfer limitations and may be inappropriate for kinetics measurements. Another problem described in the early literature is the measurement of sample temperature on high-speed spinning pellets. These problems are avoided with the fluidized bed (FB) cell. The FB method is suitable for measurements of catalytic kinetics, flow-through reactions, and shortening the laser beam residence time. A comparison between the FB, fixed bed, and spinning pellet methods shows that the FB method is the best for suppressing laser-induced degradation of adsorbates on solid catalysts and should be the method of choice for in situ and operando Raman experiments.

3.2.4 Light collection: lens vs. ellipsoidal reflector. The Asher, Stair, and Li groups have used ellipsoidal reflectors to collect scattered light for UVRR studies. Fig. 5 shows a custom-designed 90° off-axis ellipsoidal reflector used by the Stair group at Argonne National Laboratory. This light collector has a much longer working distance than the reflectors described in previous publications by the Stair group. Scattered light from the sample is collected by the reflector and focused onto the spectrometer entrance slit with a focusing cone matched to the NA of the spectrometer. The solid powder sample rests on top of a quartz frit in the FB cell. Although the collection efficiency of the new version ellipsoidal reflector is lower than the typical UV Raman microscope (NA ~ 0.18 vs. ~ 0.5), the working distance and depth of field are very large (~ 10 cm vs. ~ 1 cm and 20 μm vs. 2.5 μm at λ = 250 nm). These features are essential for Raman measurements using the high-temperature, FB cell.
Single ellipsoidal reflectors have several advantages over other light collectors. These include (1) no chromatic or spherical aberration, (2) higher throughput using only a single reflecting surface compared to a Cassegrain reflector or objective which requires two mirrors, (3) freedom from interfering signals produced by UV excitation of lens, beam splitter, or fiber optic materials used in lens-based or microscope collection geometries. Alternatively, the lens-based or microscope-objective-based collection systems exhibit very high efficiency and ease of use. These systems are available commercially and have been used extensively in many catalytic and noncatalytic applications where the features of the single ellipsoidal reflector are not critical.

### 3.3 Resonance Raman spectrometers: single-, double-, and triple-spectrometers

The advantages and limitations of three types of spectrometers (single-, double- and triple-grating) for resonance Raman studies are described in this section. The comparison is summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Single + filter$^a$</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Triple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh and stray light rejection</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Raman shift</td>
<td>Not good (deep UV), good (visible)</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete laser wavelengths</td>
<td>Compatible with proper filter$^a$</td>
<td>Compatible</td>
<td>Compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous laser wavelengths</td>
<td>Incompatible</td>
<td>Compatible</td>
<td>Compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multichannel detection</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Difficult, but possible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical throughput</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Not good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrometer complexity</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Somewhat complicated</td>
<td>Complicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrometer price</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>In-between</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Notch or edge filter for Rayleigh rejection.

#### 3.3.1 Single-spectrometer plus (notch or edge) filter

Stray light is mainly caused by undiffracted light at the face of the grating. It is generally more severe in shorter focal length or smaller $f$-number ($f/#$) spectrometers because the scattering from optical imperfections, dust, and reflections from interior components produces stray light that efficiently reaches the detector. As the $f/#$ of single-grating spectrometers decreases, the collection efficiency increases, but stray light and spectral resolution (dispersion) become limiting factors. UV operation requires higher dispersion spectrometers than visible Raman measurements because of the inverse proportionality between wavelength and wavenumber. For example, at 532 nm excitation, 0.1 nm corresponds to 3.5 cm$^{-1}$ while at 210 nm, 0.1 nm corresponds to $\sim 23$ cm$^{-1}$. Therefore, a long-focal-length spectrometer (1.26 m) and/or 2nd order diffraction (higher dispersion) have been used for UV Raman studies. Taken together, longer-focal-length single spectrometers show lower collection efficiency, but less stray light and higher dispersion (resolution) than shorter-focal-length single spectrometers.

Rayleigh (elastic) scattering is more intense than Raman scattering by $\sim 10^4$ times for liquids and gases and by $\sim 10^{10}$ times for solid powders and opaque crystals. Single-grating spectrometers can attenuate Rayleigh scattering by $\sim 10^{-5}$ (at $\sim 100$ cm$^{-1}$ Raman shift) and can be used without additional filters with transparent samples such as many liquids and gases. For solid powders and opaque crystals, an additional factor of at least $\sim 10^{-5}$ is required. Commercially available Rayleigh rejection (notch or edge) filters typically provide an additional factor of $\sim 10^{-5} - 10^{-6}$. For experiments using multiple excitation wavelengths a separate rejection filter must be used for each wavelength. These filters are commercially available for commonly-used laser lines in the UV to near IR region. Filters coupled to single-grating spectrometers have frequently been employed in multiwavelength Raman measurements on a wide variety of samples. They have the advantages of higher optical throughput and simpler operation compared to double- or triple-grating spectrometers.

#### 3.3.2 Double- and triple-spectrometer

A single-grating spectrometer is not suitable for continuously wavelength-tunable RR measurements because a Rayleigh rejection filter would be required for each excitation wavelength. Double- and triple grating spectrometers can reduce Rayleigh scattering by $\sim 10^{-10}$ and $< 10^{-12}$ (or $\sim 10^{-16}$), respectively, and are the instruments of choice with continuously tunable laser

![Fig. 5 UV resonance Raman system at Argonne National Laboratory. It consists of wavelength-tunable excitation lasers emitting from deep UV to near IR, a fluidized bed reactor (in situ, operando Raman cell), an ellipsoidal reflector for light collection, and a triple-grating spectrometer.](image)
systems. The high level of rejection allows triple-grating spectrometers to measure very low Raman shifts (< ~ 50 cm⁻¹ in the visible, < ~ 100 cm⁻¹ in the deep UV).

Triple-grating spectrometers require more optical reflections (typically, 10–12 mirrors and 3 gratings), as shown in Fig. 5. The associated losses result in significantly lower optical throughput than single- or double-spectrometers. The first two stages efficiently filter out Rayleigh and stray light. The third-stage operates as a spectrograph to disperse the spectrum onto either a UV-enhanced CCD (charge-coupled device) or an IPMT (imaging photomultiplier tube) detector.

Double-grating spectrometers are incompatible, in general, with multichannel CCD or IPMT detectors, while triple-spectrometers have been specifically designed to work with them. Since the width of the middle slit in a double monochromator must be small to reduce stray light to an acceptable level, the corresponding spectral bandpass does not cover the entire detector area. Effective use of multichannel detection in a double spectrometer requires a wide middle slit, which leads to increased stray light. In some RR applications, such as biological studies where maximal optical throughput is desired, a wavelength-tunable (deep UV) laser is used, and the low-Raman-shift region is not important, a double monochromator can be the best choice.

4. UV Raman and the problem of Raman backgrounds

4.1 Three sources of Raman backgrounds

The “Raman background” or so-called “fluorescence background” has been a major hindrance to the application of Raman spectroscopy in studying not only solid catalysts but also a wide variety of other materials such as biomolecules, plant cells, polymers, paintings and textiles, biomedical, biopolymers and proteins. However, a strong anharmonic interaction may simultaneously contribute to the Raman background in solids as well as fluorophores, more than one source may affect the low-Raman-shift region is not important, a double monochromator can be the best choice.

4.2 Raman (fluorescence) background due to fluorophores

The Raman background can be attributed to fluorescent molecules or ions (fluorophores), which are impurities or part of the sample itself. If the fluorophore is a trace transition metal impurity (e.g., surface or bulk Fe³⁺, Cr³⁺), specific impurity energy levels are present (see below). If the fluorophores are organic impurities (e.g., dyes, oils, lubricants, greases), they may be removed or quenched by heating in oxygen or purification. If the removal or quenching process is difficult or undesirable (e.g., the fluorophore is the sample itself or the process changes the surface structure or catalytic properties), the fluorescence background may be unavoidable.

4.3 Defect fluorescence

4.3.1 Evidence for Raman background from defects. All solids contain intrinsic point defects and high surface area materials naturally contain many defects. Most high surface area metal oxides exhibit a strong Raman background. γ-Al₂O₃ and η-Al₂O₃ contain many crystallographic defects, while β-Al₂O₃ and α-Al₂O₃ are relatively defect-free (intrinsically lower surface area). From our observations the former show much stronger Raman backgrounds than the latter. This suggests a possible connection between defects and Raman backgrounds.

An early experimental study by Nelson and Hale showed that the presence of point defects (produced by γ- or neutron-irradiation and identified by ESR) in high surface area MgO generates several absorption bands with transition energies that are much lower than the bulk MgO bandgap of 8.7 eV (142.5 nm). In particular, two broad absorption bands at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 600 \text{ nm} \) (\( F_{\gamma}^+ \) center, single electron in a surface anion vacancy) and at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 1240 \text{ nm} \) (\( S_{\text{H}} \) center, \( F_{\gamma}^+ \) center with nearby –OH groups) disappear and reappear in the presence and absence of \( \text{O}_2 \) at room temperature, respectively. Similarly, Tench and Pott observed that the addition of \( \text{O}_2 \) gas to MgO at room temperature destroys the ~420 nm photoemission induced by \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 250 \text{ nm} \) excitation that is associated with another oxygen vacancy site. These observations confirm that the \( \text{O}_2 \) adsorption sites are associated with oxygen vacancy sites and with photoabsorption and photoemission sites. The fact that the excitation wavelengths used in conventional Raman spectroscopy are within the contour of the intense absorption band maximum at ~600 nm (FWHM ~ 200 nm) suggests a possible connection between the oxygen vacancy sites and the Raman background.

Although hydrocarbon impurities are a known source of Raman background and can be removed by heating in oxygen, the photoabsorption and photoemission described above are unrelated to hydrocarbons because both Nelson’s and Tench’s MgO materials were hydrocarbon-free. The addition of \( \text{O}_2 \) gas to impurity-free η-alumina was found to suppress the Raman background. This observation supports the connection between the Raman background and oxygen adsorption sites. Taken together, all of the prior work provide support for a connection between vacancy or defect sites and the Raman background.

4.3.2 Connection between Raman background and excitons. To our knowledge, the first experimental result showing a direct connection between defect fluorescence assigned to excitons (defect-related fluorescence) and the Raman background was by Helfrich and Lipsett for impurity-free, melt-grown and vapor-phase anthracene crystals. Jeziorski and Knözinger also suggested that the Raman background
could originate from emission by excitons bound to surface centers associated with the crystalline defects of \( \gamma \)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\). Excitons are Coulomb-correlated electron–hole pairs and can be excited by photons or electrons. The deactivation or (re-)combination of excitons typically produces light emission (fluorescence or phosphorescence).\(^\text{107,108}\) In a relatively recent report by Splett et al.\(^\text{109}\) the Raman background from a hydroquinoline crystal excited at 633 nm significantly increased after melting and rapid cooling to produce crystal defects. Therefore, the presence of crystalline defects (including dispersed metals with an island structure, protonated oxygen bridges in perfect zeolites, and even crystals near the melting point) has been suggested to be important for the Raman background.\(^\text{109}\)

### 4.3.3 Defect energy levels

Solid surface electronic states may differ in energy from the bulk band structure due to the change in symmetry. Surface ions can be considered\(^\text{110}\) “equivalent” to ions in the bulk of ionic crystals, but will experience reduced Madelung energy. Thus, the ratio \( (\varepsilon = E_{\text{sg}}/E_{\text{bg}}) \) of surface \( (E_{\text{sg}}) \) to bulk bandgap \( (E_{\text{bg}}) \) is expected to be less than one \( (0 < \varepsilon < 1) \).\(^\text{110}\) A recent theoretical \( (ab\ initio) \) comparison of the electronic structures for the bulk and (001) surface of \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) obtained a value for \( E_{\text{bg}} \) that is smaller than \( E_{\text{sg}} \) by 0.9 eV, probably due to different electrostatic interactions at the surface compared to the bulk.\(^\text{111}\)

The presence of the steps and corners at the surface can produce new surface energy states, located in the bulk bandgap, that can trap electrons, \( e.g.\), cation terminated step-corner.\(^\text{112}\)

Surface states \((O_{3C^-}\) site where \(3C\) means 3-coordinate), localized at the oxygen-terminated corner of MgO surfaces, are a source of fluorescence \((\text{singlet to singlet transition})\) at 3.3 eV induced by the photoabsorption at 4.6 eV which is much lower in energy than the bulk bandgap.\(^\text{108,113}\)

The presence of other types of defects such as cation-, anion-, and neutral-vacancies along with \( (\text{ion}) \) impurities either in the bulk or at the surface generates their specific electronic states in the bandgap referred to as “defect energy levels” and “impurity energy levels”, respectively. The visible colors of Ruby \((\text{red})\) and Sapphire \((\text{blue, yellow, etc.})\) due to trace amounts of Cr, Fe, Ti, \( etc.\) impurity ions in \( \pi\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) \((\text{bandgap in the vacuum UV region})\) are the direct result of impurity energy levels. One theoretical\(^\text{114}\) study shows that defect light emission originates only from surface defects \((\text{adatoms, steps, and vacancies})\) in inorganic solids \((\text{semiconductors, alumina})\) and is not observed from the defect-free surfaces. The defect energy levels \((\text{oxygen or Al vacancy, etc.})\) in aluminas \((\pi-, \theta-, \eta-, \text{and } \kappa\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\))\(^\text{115–121}\) MgO\(^\text{122}\) and semiconductors \((\text{ZnO, CdS, Boron carbide})\)\(^\text{123–125}\) have been obtained theoretically or experimentally. For example, electron energy loss spectroscopy\(^\text{126}\) found a bandgap of 2.5 eV \((\lambda = 496 \text{ nm})\) that is associated with a defect energy level at the \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) surface. This energy is close to the photon energy used in conventional Raman spectroscopy and is much smaller than the bulk bandgap.

### 4.4 Avoidance of defect fluorescence by UV Raman spectroscopy: \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) as an example

The acquisition of Raman spectra from \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), one of the most widely used catalyst supports, has long been unsuccessful. \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) has been designated as “Raman silent or Raman inactive or featureless in Raman”;\(^\text{127–132}\) in measurements using laser excitation in the visible or near IR region. One successful Raman measurement, to our knowledge, the only report in the literature, was given by Spielbauer.\(^\text{133}\)

Very weak Raman bands attributed to \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) were detected at 846 cm\(^{-1}\) and 256 cm\(^{-1}\) with 488 nm excitation on top of a strong Raman background.

The fluorescence background can be significantly reduced or avoided with UV excitation because the defect emission \((\text{fluorescence and phosphorescence})\) appears predominantly in the near UV to near IR region. With 244 nm excitation, a clear Raman band has been observed\(^\text{134}\) centered at ~ 855 cm\(^{-1}\) for \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\). This demonstrates that deep UV excitation is important to obtain spectra from weak Raman scattering materials, such as \( \gamma\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), when they are in a highly defective, high surface area form.

### 4.5 Avoidance or suppression of fluorescence, in general

Fluorescence is typically ~10\(^{11}\) times and ~10\(^{14}\) times stronger than nonresonance Raman and resonance Raman scattering, respectively.\(^\text{135}\) Consequently, fluorescence from even a minor fluorophore concentration can render the background too intense to detect the Raman spectrum.

One powerful technique to avoid fluorescence interference makes use of time-gating methods, either pulse-gating\(^\text{136,137}\) or optical Kerr-gating.\(^\text{88,90}\) These methods use a picosecond pulsed excitation laser and a synchronized, gated detector \((\text{and Kerr-medium for Kerr-gating})\). Time-gating methods take advantage of the difference between the ultrashort Raman lifetime, of order \(10^{-11}\)–\(10^{-13}\) s, and the relatively long fluorescence lifetime, of order \(10^{-6}\)–\(10^{-9}\) s for most solutions and solids.\(^\text{139,140}\) Another recently developed technique is femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS)\(^\text{141,142}\) which combines a picosecond Raman pump pulse and femtosecond Stokes probe pulse. The ultrashort time-resolution, which minimizes the fraction of detected background fluorescence, and the directional nature of the detecting laser pulses combine to make FSRS exceptionally powerful in rejecting fluorescence background. The drawbacks of these methods are (1) the potential for sample degradation induced by the high peak power associated with very short laser pulses, (2) the limitation to excitation wavelengths in the visible to near IR region, (3) in FSRS, the weaker Raman scattering in 180° backscattering geometry than 90° configuration.\(^\text{143}\) The 180° geometry is more convenient for many catalytic studies.

Fluorescence backgrounds appear primarily in the visible and sometimes near IR (NIR) region\(^\text{144}\) and are associated with the CW visible \((\text{sometimes NIR})\) excitation lasers used in conventional Raman spectroscopy. It can largely be avoided using ultraviolet laser excitation. In UV Raman \((\text{Stokes or anti-Stokes})\) the features of interest due to vibrational transitions are in the ultraviolet region at wavelengths near the excitation laser and at much higher energy than fluorescence. The application of UV Raman spectroscopy to avoid fluorescence in measurements relevant to heterogeneous catalysis has been discussed in previous reviews.\(^\text{6,84}\)
4.6 Raman background due to strong anharmonic interaction

A source for the Raman background distinct from fluorescence was first suggested in the early-70’s. For example, Careri et al.145 reported a correlation between the Raman background intensity excited at 488 nm and the amount of water that is tightly hydrogen-bonded on the surface of proteins and oxides such as γ-Al2O3. They concluded that the background cannot be explained by ordinary fluorescence. Biscar and Kollias similarly concluded that the Raman background they observed is not associated with fluorescence, but Raman-like146 on the basis of the position of the background obtained from albumin proteins using several different excitation wavelengths of an Ar+ laser. Later, Jeziorski and Knözinger147 also observed a similar correlation between the intensity of the Raman background (although they described it as “fluorescence”) excited at 514.5 nm and the density of surface hydroxyl groups on MgO and η-Al2O3. They concluded that the background is an intrinsic property of hydroxylated oxide surfaces and cannot be removed by sample treatments unless all hydroxyl groups are eliminated.

In the 90’s, a close correlation between the intensity of the background and the acid strength of zeolite OH groups was observed.148 Mortensen et al.144 and Chen et al.149 also concluded that the Raman background from alumina excited in the visible and near IR region is not caused by fluorescence. Interestingly, Splett et al.109 discerned two distinct contributions to the Raman background, namely “defect fluorescence” (as described above) and “hydroxyl groups” (between the hydroquinoline crystal and water). The difficulties in removing both the Raman background and the surface OH groups from oxide materials are consistent with each other. For example, the surface OH densities on alumina after heating to ~650 K and ~800 K are still 50% and 33%, respectively, of the density on fully hydrated alumina.150

The non-fluorescent contribution to Raman backgrounds has been discussed in detail by Ostrovskii et al.151 as a strong anharmonic interaction between high-wavenumber vibrational excitations (X–H, where X = O, C, etc.) and low wavenumber phonons (lattice vibrations). Their interpretation is supported by experimental and theoretical results from organic and inorganic materials such as crystal hydrates, tooth enamel, etc. Mortensen et al.122 investigated the hydrogen bonding in deuterated chloroform between the high frequency C–D stretch and the low frequency, totally symmetric bend vibrations in the time domain with FSRS. In the Raman spectra of hydrogen-bonded liquids such as alcohols, the combination of Fermi resonance and anharmonic coupling between the hydrogen-bonded OH vibrations and low frequency vibrational modes is responsible for a very broad band in the OH stretching region.152 In hydrogen-bonded solids, strong anharmonic coupling between high-frequency ν(X–H) and low frequency lattice vibrations can be predicted theoretically. The coupling is responsible for a very broad band that is red-shifted from the position of high-frequency band and whose shape depends on the anharmonic coupling constants and a damping constant.153,154

5. Second problem of normal Raman (detection sensitivity) and solution by UVRR

5.1 Detection limit of Raman and UVRR for bulk species

The sensitivity or detection limit in Raman spectroscopy depends on the intensity of the bands (magnitude of the Raman cross sections) for the chemical species of interest compared with those of overlapping or interfering Raman bands and other sources of emission from the sample or impurities. Total (full solid angle of 4π sr) scattering cross sections are typically of order 10^{-20} cm^2 per molecule for normal, nonresonance Raman scattering and of order 10^{-18} and 10^{-22} cm^2 per molecule for absorption (or fluorescence) in UV and IR, respectively. Therefore, sample concentrations greater than 0.01 M are generally required for detection by normal Raman spectroscopy assuming ~10^4 Raman photons per second with laser excitation at 100 mW of 514.5 nm. Because the cross section for resonance Raman scattering can be of order 10^{-22} cm^2 per molecule (i.e., 10^7-fold resonance enhancement), the detection limit for resonance Raman spectroscopy can be nM (nanomoles per liter) or of order ppb (parts per billion), and even as low as ppt (parts per trillion) concentrations.155 For example, detection limits of 14 μM (200 ppb) for both NO_2 and NO_3 and 10^{-7} M (20 ppb) for both pyrene and anthracene in solution have been obtained by UV resonance Raman spectroscopy.156,157

5.2 Detection limit of Raman and UVRR for surface species

The signal from a surface monolayer in normal Raman spectroscopy is expected to be roughly 10^5 weaker than a typical bulk sample.80 The factor of 10^7 was obtained from the ratio of the pathlength (~100 μm) for transparent bulk samples to the thickness of a surface monolayer (~10^{-3} μm or ~1 nm). Despite the intrinsic difficulty, adsorbed molecules (e.g., nitrobenzene) on a Ni(111) single crystal at sub-monolayer coverages have been detected158 by normal (non-resonance, non-surface-enhanced) Raman spectroscopy. However, this type of measurement is by no means routine. It is only feasible for strong Raman scattering adsorbates on surfaces that produce exceptionally low background emission. When the substrate material has a large Raman scattering cross section (e.g., TiO_2 with visible excitation), then Raman bands from the substrate can screen the bands from surface species. When the substrate or impurities produce background emission, the background can easily overwhelm the surface Raman signal. These issues highlight the potential difficulties of surface Raman spectroscopy without resonance enhancement and background suppression.

The fluorescence background can be significantly suppressed by deep UV excitation as discussed above. If the UV-wavelength
excitation is resonant with an electronic absorption of the surface species, even trace amounts can be detected. For example, a strongly-enhanced MoO stretching vibration excited at 244 nm has been observed by Li and coworkers from a 0.1 wt% MoO$_3$/γ-Al$_2$O$_3$ ($S_{\text{IR}} = 242$ m$^2$ g$^{-1}$)\textsuperscript{10} 0.1 wt% corresponds to a surface density of ~0.03 Mo atoms per nm$^2$ or ~0.003 ML, assuming one monolayer (ML) corresponds\textsuperscript{159} to 10 atoms per nm$^2$. Since the MoO band was observed with a signal-to-noise of ~40, we estimate the detection limit is at least ~0.001 ML. A similar detection limit has been observed\textsuperscript{134,160} for V/θ-Al$_2$O$_3$ by UVRR excited at 244 nm. The typical detection limits for UVRR and other spectroscopic techniques are summarized in Table 2.

5.3 Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS)

SFG-VS is based on a second order nonlinear optical process, which is forbidden in centrosymmetric media (i.e. bulk gases, liquids, and solids with inversion symmetry under the electric-dipole approximation) but allowed at a surface or interface between two centrosymmetric media where the inversion symmetry is broken.\textsuperscript{166} It is a surface specific technique and can be applied to molecules adsorbed on single crystals, thin films, metal foils, and supported nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{167} Regarding SFG-VS selection rules, the resonant nonlinear susceptibility that is directly connected to the intensity of SFG signals includes the product of vibrational IR and Raman transition moments.\textsuperscript{167} Accordingly, a vibrational mode must simultaneously satisfy both IR and Raman selection rules in order to be SFG active. For example, SFG is not allowed for media such as alkane chains on planar surfaces in an ordered all-trans conformation because of inversion symmetry around the CH$_2$ groups.\textsuperscript{168} Therefore, SFG-VS provides information that is complementary to IR or Raman data. This can result in significantly simplified spectra for systems with spectral congestion.

The detection limit of SFG is commonly regarded as at the monolayer or submonolayer level.\textsuperscript{166} With optical heterodyne detection (HD-SFG)\textsuperscript{169} the detection limit is substantially decreased in the CH stretching region to a few percent of ML coverage. An extraordinary SFG detection limit of ~0.001 ML (or lower) for CO adsorbed on Ru(001) at 390 K has been reported.\textsuperscript{162} Although the detection limits of SFG and UVRR are roughly the same (see Table 2), SFG has high sensitivity for high frequency (CO, NO, CH, and OH, NH stretching) vibrations, while UVRR covers the low frequency region where M−O, M=O, M−O−S, and M−O−M vibrations (M: metal, S: support) appear.

5.4 Polarization modulation infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRAS)

IRAS (infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy)\textsuperscript{167} (also RAIRS: reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy), like Raman, provides vibrational spectra of gases and liquids as well as adsorbed species on reflecting surfaces. Using gas or liquid phase detection, the concentrations of reactants and products can be measured as a complement (or replacement) to conventional analytical tools such as gas (liquid) chromatography or mass spectrometry. PM-IRAS denotes IRAS combined with s- and p-polarization modulation of the IR beam. With p-polarization (perpendicular to a reflective surface) both surface and gas (liquid) phase species are detected. With s-polarization (parallel to the reflective surface) only the gas (liquid) phase species are detected. The difference in IR signals generated from p-polarization and s-polarization produces surface-specific IR spectra. The dual selectivity combined with a nearly simultaneous measurement of bulk and surface species can be an advantage of PM-IRAS over other techniques such as SFG, ATR-IR (attenuated total reflectance IR), and Raman spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{170}

An extraordinary IRAS detection limit of ~0.001 ML for CO adsorbed on Ru(001) at 30 K has been reported. The detection limit at room temperature or high temperature is degraded by thermal noise. A more typical IRAS detection limit is ~0.01 ML for CO adsorbed on Pd or Pt.\textsuperscript{163} A detection limit of ~3 μM for benzopyrene on Au in solution has been observed by probing aromatic CH stretching bands in PM-IRAS spectra.\textsuperscript{164} PM-IRAS, similar to SFG-VS, is particularly useful in the high frequency region. Compared to Raman spectroscopy the performance of PM-IRAS does not match Raman spectroscopy for low frequency vibrations and at high temperatures.

5.5 Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)

The typical detection limit of EXAFS is considered to be of order tens of ppm.\textsuperscript{161} Although a detection limit of ~10$^{14}$ Au atoms per cm$^2$ (~1 Au atom per nm$^2$ ~0.1 ML) in silicon has been achieved\textsuperscript{165} by grazing incidence Au-L$_x$ fluorescence detection, the limits for UVRR and SFG are two orders of magnitude better (see Table 2). This is consistent with a recent observation\textsuperscript{169} that UVRR is sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between monomeric and dimeric vanadium oxide supported

| Sensitivity (detection limit) comparison of UV Resonance Raman (UVRR) with other common spectroscopic techniques. PAH is an abbreviation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons |
|---|---|
| **Table 2** | |
| **Sensitivity (detection limit)** | **Surface density or monolayer (ML)** |
| SFG | 0.1 μM (20 ppb) PAH in solution\textsuperscript{b} |
| PM-IRAS | 0.1 ML (1 Au atom per nm$^2$ for Au in Si)\textsuperscript{f} |
| EXAFS | ~0.001 ML (0.01 M atoms per nm$^2$ where M = V, Mo in MO)\textsuperscript{f} |
| UVRR | 0.1 ML CO on Ru(001) at 390 K\textsuperscript{c} |
|  | ~0.01 ML CO on Pt or Pd\textsuperscript{d} |
|  | ~0.1 ML (1 Au atom per nm$^2$ for Au in Si)\textsuperscript{f} |
| a | Ref. 161. b Ref. 156. c Ref. 162. d Ref. 163. e Ref. 164. f Ref. 165. g Ref. 84, 134 and 160. |
6. Additional advantages of UVRR

While the main application for resonance Raman spectroscopy is the identification and monitoring of molecular and surface species in catalysis, in this section we summarize how the spectroscopic details can provide additional information on their atomic and electronic structures.

6.1 Selective resonance enhancement of Raman bands

Vibrational Raman bands attributed to a specific molecular species or chromophore in a complex mixture can be selectively enhanced by RR spectroscopy. Ref. 171 provides a number of examples in a variety of fields including (1) selective detection of lycopene, β-carotene, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as pyrene, (2) selective identification of natural dyes that were used to color old printed papers, (3) selective characterization of single-walled carbon nanotubes mixed with other carbon nanotubes, (4) selective study of single-stranded DNA genomes or metalloproteins mixed with other proteins. A very recent review describes developments on chromophore-specific RR spectroscopy theory that can be used to study photochemical and photophysical processes in large molecules.17

Specific vibrational modes within a molecular complex can be selectively enhanced unless the modes are strongly coupled to other modes. Four examples follow. First, UV excitation of the heme-cyanide complex causes strong, selective enhancement of the vinyl C=C stretching Raman intensity, while little enhancement occurs for the heme vibrational modes.172 This selective enhancement is evidence for non-conjugation of the vinyl group with neighboring organic functional groups in heme.172 Second, the (totally-symmetric) porphyrin C-N stretching Raman band of deoxy-hemoglobin173 is selectively enhanced when the laser excitation energy approaches the Soret electronic absorption band.174 Third, the totally symmetric O-H stretching Raman band of H$_2$O is selectively enhanced together with the appearance of overtones (up to 5th order) with excitation at ~160 nm, which is resonant with the X → A electronic transition of H$_2$O. The bending vibration is selectively enhanced with the excitation at ~141 nm, which is resonant with the X → B transition.175 Fourth, two modes of the same type of vibration, but with different symmetries, can be distinguished by selective resonance enhancement. For example, only the totally symmetric A$_1$ mode is selectively enhanced in the two S-Fe-S bending modes appearing at 130 cm$^{-1}$ (A$_1$) and 150 cm$^{-1}$ (E) in the RR spectra of rubredoxin (a simple iron-sulfur protein) when excited at ~497 nm which corresponds to a dipole-allowed electronic transition.173

For the monomeric O-V-(OAI)$_3$, surface species in alumina supported vanadium oxide, V=O and V-O stretching modes are selectively enhanced in RR spectra excited at 220 nm and 287 nm, respectively (see Fig. 6). V=O overtones are quite intense with 220 nm excitation where the V=O fundamental band is most strongly enhanced. In contrast, V-O overtones are very weak with 287 nm excitation where the V-O fundamental is most strongly enhanced. The difference in overtone intensity is indicative of a significant increase in the V=O bond length and a negligible increase of V-O bond length in the corresponding excited electronic states. Quite recently, a similar RR result has been reported showing the selective enhancement of the V=O stretching mode for silica supported vanadium oxide with 244 nm excitation. These RR results can provide insight into the details of photo-induced catalytic reactions that involve these excited states (see below).

6.2 Elongated V=O induced by UV: photocatalytic active site

Extensive studies by phosphorescence spectroscopy (PS)176–184 reveal that: (1) monomeric (isolated) VO$_4$ tetrahedra supported on silica or alumina are good photoactive catalysts for CO oxidation and selective oxidation of alkanes, olefins, and alcohols in the presence of oxygen. (2) The phosphorescence center is the triplet excited state of the elongated, axial V=O bond. (3) The bond length increase, 0.12 Å, and V=O frequency, ~1050 cm$^{-1}$, can be obtained by Franck-Condon analysis of phosphorescence spectra for silica supported vanadium oxide at 77 K.

The photocatalytic activity (quantum yield for photo-oxidation) of supported vanadia correlates with the phosphorescence intensity suggesting a role for the phosphorescence center in the reaction. A detailed photoactivation mechanism was recently described by Teramura et al.183 In this mechanism, interestingly, activation of either the axial V=O by 250 nm excitation or the basal V-O by 330 nm excitation leads to the same triplet excited state localized on the V=O bond via intersystem crossing. The 250 nm and 330 nm excitations in the PS experiments match well with the 220 nm and 287 nm excitations in our RR experiments, in terms of the selective excitation of V=O and V-O vibrations. RR results (Fig. 6) are consistent not only with elongation of the V=O bond via 220 nm excitation and an enhancement of the V-O with little elongation at 287 nm excitation, but also strong elongations of V=O with 287 nm excitation and of V-O vibrations with
220 nm excitation, where all of the excited states are singlets.\(^1\)

The RR results are complementary to PS by providing information about the excited singlet state.

The RR results provide values for the increase in V–O and V–O bond lengths of 0.09 Å with 220 nm excitation and 0.01–0.02 Å with 287 nm excitation, respectively.\(^1\) While these results were obtained at 295 K, the spectroscopy measurement can be performed at any temperature. The value obtained for the V–O bond length change in the excited singlet state is comparable to the value of 0.12 Å obtained by PS.

### 6.3 RR and the assignment of UV-vis absorption bands

UV-vis absorption/reflectance spectroscopy\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^5\) provides useful information on the coordination and oxidation states of metals, the energies of electronic excitations, and so on. The measurements can be performed under high temperature and pressure reaction conditions and have been frequently employed to investigate solid catalysts. The spectra can be calculated for systems with well defined structure that are not too large.\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^6\) However, the assignment or interpretation of UV-vis absorption bands is often unclear or controversial. The broad (typical FWHM \(\approx 2400–15000 \text{ cm}^{-1}\))\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^7\) overlapping nature of typical UV-vis bands is largely responsible for this ambiguity. In addition, the structure of high surface area supports and of oxide monolayers on the supports, the catalytic materials of interest, are poorly-defined and inhomogeneous making it difficult to directly compare experimental data with a reference material or calculation. Resonance Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique for assigning the electronic transitions observed in UV-vis absorption spectra because of the direct link between the vibrations that are enhanced and the electronic transition responsible for the absorption.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^18\)\(^8\)

This section describes the assignment of UV-vis absorption bands by RR. To facilitate the discussion of the RR-based method, we begin with a brief review of three commonly-used assignment methods.

#### 6.3.1 First method to assign vanadia UV-vis absorption bands

The first method for assigning UV-vis absorption bands utilizes an empirical correlation\(^1\)\(^9\) between the position of longest-wavelength charge-transfer band \((E_L\text{ in eV or }\lambda_L\text{ in nm})\) in the UV-vis spectra and the vanadium coordination number in reference compounds, \(i.e., \text{Na}_3\text{VO}_4, \text{NaVO}_3, \text{\(\lambda\)-VPO}_5\), and \(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5\). The reference compounds and supported vanadium oxides show at least two charge-transfer (CT) bands in the 200–500 nm region (see Table 3). The position of the \(\lambda_L\) band gradually shifts to longer wavelength (or to a new \(\lambda_L\) band) as the vanadium loading or coordination number increases from tetrahedral (\(T_d\)) to square pyramidal to octahedral (\(O_h\)) coordination. For example, all \(T_d\) reference vanadium oxides and supported vanadium oxides with low V loadings have CT bands only in the UV region. \(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5\) \((O_h)\) and supported vanadium oxides with high V loadings show a characteristic CT band in the visible region, \(e.g., \approx 455\) nm. The average position of the 2–3 CT bands also gradually shift to longer wavelength as the vanadium loading or coordination number increases because the short-wavelength CT \(\lambda_S\) bands do not shift as much as the \(\lambda_L\) band.

#### 6.3.2 Second method to interpret UV-vis spectra

The second method uses a linear correlation between the absorption edge energy in the 354–564 nm region measured for a number of reference compounds and their degree of polymerization (number of V–O–V bonds)\(^1\)\(^9\) or degree of condensation (number of V atoms in the 2nd coordination sphere).\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^6\) Many authors who interpret their UV-vis spectra following first or second method do not make mention of the other method. This gives the impression that the two methods are distinct. However, the two methods are essentially equivalent because the peak and the edge of the low energy CT band track each other with a separation corresponding to the half-width at the baseline of the CT band. For example, the CT band positions for \(\text{NH}_4\text{VO}_3\) \((T_d)\) and \(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5\) \((O_h)\) differ by 0.8 eV,\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^7\) and their edge energies differ by the same amount.\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^7\)

#### 6.3.3 Third method to assign UV-vis absorption bands

The short-wavelength CT \(\lambda_S\) bands have always been observed\(^1\)\(^9\)\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^9\)\(^6\)\(^–\)\(^9\)\(^8\) in supported vanadium oxides and their reference compounds with both \(T_d\) and \(O_h\) symmetry. Busca \(\text{et al.}\)\(^1\)\(^9\)\(^9\)\(^0\) and Centi \(\text{et al.}\)\(^1\)\(^9\)\(^9\)\(^0\) provide assignments for some, but not all, of the \(\lambda_S\) bands. Since the work of Centi \(\text{et al.}\),\(^1\)\(^9\)\(^9\)\(^0\) is one of the most cited in publications where UV-vis spectroscopy has been applied to characterize vanadium oxides,\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^7\) it is

### Table 3 Positions of charge transfer bands, \(\lambda_{CT}\) observed in UV-vis spectra for reference vanadium compounds, VO bond lengths obtained by the linear equation of 1.224 + 0.00174\(\lambda_{CT}\) (\(R_{VO}\)), and by X-ray crystallography (\(R_{\text{Vox,y}}\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\lambda_{CT}) in nm from UV-vis(^a)</th>
<th>(R_{VO}) in Å</th>
<th>(R_{\text{Vox,y}}) in Å</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Na}_3\text{VO}_4): monomeric VO(_x), distorted (T_d)</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>290</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda)-(\text{Na}_3\text{VO}_4): 1-dim chain VO(_x), (T_d) with two bridging oxygen</td>
<td>275, 286</td>
<td>1.70, 1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>340, 345</td>
<td>1.82, 1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NH}_4\text{VO}_3): 1-dim chain VO(_x), (T_d) with two bridging oxygen</td>
<td>220, 233</td>
<td>1.61, 1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>290, 286</td>
<td>1.73, 1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>370, 357</td>
<td>1.87, 1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5): distorted (O_h) with a very long VO bond, VO(_x) square pyramid</td>
<td>238, 250</td>
<td>1.64, 1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>323, ---(^b)</td>
<td>1.79, ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>363, 357</td>
<td>1.86, 1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>454.5, 465</td>
<td>2.01, 2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Ref. 189, 190 for \(\text{Na}_3\text{VO}_4\), ref. 189, 190, 187 for \(\lambda\)-\(\text{Na}_3\text{VO}_4\), ref. 191, 187 for \(\text{NH}_4\text{VO}_3\), and ref. 192, 187 for \(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5\). \(^b\) Unavailable in the references, but can be estimated from the equation and bond length, \(e.g., 900\) nm for 2.79 Å of \(\text{V}_2\text{O}_5\). \(^c\) Ref. 193 and 194.
important to examine the assignments carefully. Centi’s assignments can be summarized as follows: (1) CT bands in the region 286–333 nm (35 000–30 000 cm⁻¹) are related to T₄ V⁵⁺ species, based on the work of Ronde and Snijders (see below), (2) CT bands in the range 333–500 nm (30 000–20 000 cm⁻¹) are due to O₉ V⁵⁺ species, (3) the CT bands near 385 nm (26 000 cm⁻¹) for V₂O₅ (and other 5- or 6-coordinated compounds) are due to the V–O bond. Centi’s assignments (1) and (2) are virtually the same as method one. Assignment (3) has frequently been cited by other researchers, but we believe it is incorrect. An important piece of evidence for assigning the 385 nm band to V–O bond is the match with the value obtained in the expression by So and Pope. However, this expression corresponds only to the lowest CT energy, not the CT energy of V–O.

6.3.4 A new fourth method to assign UV-vis absorption bands. A new method for assigning UV–vis CT bands is based on RR results. This method is in agreement with methods 1–3 and can be considered as a band-specific unified method.

Ronde and Snijders found a smooth correlation between the average VO bond length, Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ in the 1.65–1.82 Å range and the average position of the first two CT bands, λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ in the 234–335 nm region obtained by experiment and calculation for T₄ and spinel (mixture of T₄ and O₉) vanadium oxides. A linear-fit with λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ in nm and Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ in Å has been extracted by digitizing Ronde’s scatter data.

\[ Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ = 1.224 \times 10^{-17} λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ \]

This correlation was obtained primarily from T₄ compounds, with some contribution from O₉ compounds due to the spinel reference compounds. The average VO bond lengths for the 4-, 5-, and 6-coordinated reference vanadium oxides are 1.69–1.74 Å, 1.79–1.95 Å, and 1.96–1.99 Å, respectively, from X-ray crystallography. Clearly, the average VO bond length increases with coordination number and the extrapolation to longer VO lengths leads to lower energy CT bands. Since the position of the λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ band shifts the most, it has the largest effect on λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ (see Table 3). Therefore, this equation is consistent with methods 1 and 2 (i.e., λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ vs. coordination number and Eᵥ₀ or Raman M–O (ν₁) frequency). The selective resonance Raman enhancement of the V=O vibration at 220 nm demonstrates that this CT energy is associated with V=O. Extrapolation of the linear equation to shorter VO lengths indicates that λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ at 220 nm is correlated with a VO bond length of 1.61 Å, which is in agreement with the typical terminal V=O bond length of 1.38 Å obtained by EXAFS and theory. Analogous to the value of λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺, the longest VO bond length has the most significant effect on Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ (see Table 3). Taken all together, the linear correlation is likely valid for each CT band position and for each VO bond length not just for average values.

Table 3 compares the predicted bond length obtained using the linear equation for each observed CT band position with the bond length from X-ray crystallography. It includes very short V–O lengths and much longer V–O lengths found in O₉ reference compounds as well as intermediate V–O lengths found in T₄ or O₉ compounds. The agreement between predicted (Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺) and measured bond lengths (Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺) is very good and covers a much wider range of VO bond lengths than Ronde’s correlation.

Fig. 7 depicts the agreement between measured positions of the CT bands (λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺) corresponding to the measured VO bond lengths (Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺) and the linear equation obtained by fitting:

\[ Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ = 1.199 + 0.00176 λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ \]

In our view the major source of deviation (standard deviation = 0.04 Å) from the linear correlation is the experimental uncertainty of up to ±13 nm in determining the position of CT bands. See, for example, the variation in λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ positions obtained by different research groups for the same reference material in Table 3.

The linear equation can be considered to be a combination of two linear correlations: (1) between λᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ and the totally-symmetric ν₁ VX (X = O, S, Se) frequency observed for tetrahedral oxo-, thio- and seleno-anions and (2) between Rᵥₒᵥ₉ᵥ₅ᵥ⁺ (including V=O) and the position of the highest-frequency VO (ν₁) Raman band. Using this equation the VO bond lengths corresponding to each CT band position (short- or intermediate- or long wavelength) can be estimated, and the number of distinguishable CT bands observed in UV-vis spectra sets a lower bound on the number of distinct VO bond lengths. This new assignment method for the UV-vis bands of vanadium oxides should be applicable (with a slightly different slope and intercept, or a simple polynomial equation) to the analogous molybdenum, niobium, and tungsten oxides based on a similar smooth correlation between the bond lengths and Eᵥ₀ or Eₓ or Raman M–O (ν₁) frequency. An analysis that includes all of the CT bands in UV-vis spectra will provide more complete information on the coordination number (or degree of polymerization) and the surface structure for supported oxide species. One caveat that must be mentioned has to do with the common situation that supported oxide species exist as a coexisting mixture of types, e.g. monomer, oligomer, and partially hydroxylated species. Under this typical situation, the overlap
of CT bands will be significant and it will be difficult to
determine whether differing MO bond lengths are part of
a single structure or pertain to different species.

It is interesting to compare the properties of V=O bonds in
surface O=VO₃ species (Tₐ) and in crystalline V₂O₅ (Oₐ).
The former structure can be found in (alumina-, silica-) supported
vanadium oxides with low V loadings (<0.25 ML) and the
latter with high V loadings or in bulk V₂O₅. The two types of
V=O bonds have similar CT positions in their UV-vis spectra,
but the overtone intensity is much weaker from bulk V₂O₅ in
RR spectra excited at 220 nm. The weak overtone of V=O
vibrations in V₂O₅ can be explained² by a very small displace-
ment of the V=O bond in the excited state, which suggests that V=O in V₂O₅ is not likely to be photoactive. In
contrast, the strong overtone intensities produced by totally-
symmetric V=O vibrations in surface O=VO₃ species (Tₐ)
supported on alumina or silica signal a significant elongation
of the V=O bond in the excited state, which suggests that
V=O in the Tₐ structure should be photoactive. The conclu-
sion inferred from RR results is in good agreement with the
experimental observation that photocatalytic activity
degenerates at higher than 3.5 V wt% where bulk V₂O₅ starts
to form.¹⁸ This example shows that RR can be a useful
spectroscopic probe of photocatalytic activity.

6.4 Information on structural change in the excited state:
Jahn–Teller distortion

As described in Section 2, RR scattering involves a transition
from the ground electronic state to an excited electronic state.
Thus, RR experiments provide information about the nature
of excited electronic state that is often unavailable from other
spectroscopies. Examples include the bond length change,
explained above, and Jahn–Teller (J–T) structural distortion
in the excited electronic state.

In the resonance Raman spectra of supported vanadia
excited at 287 nm, an enhanced band at ~892 cm⁻¹ was
assigned to the non-totally-symmetric V=O stretching ν₄ (E)
mode in C₃v symmetry or to the asymmetric ν₇ (A'') mode in
C₃v symmetry (see Fig. 1).¹ The ν₄ (E, C₃v) mode should be
Jahn–Teller (J–T) active in C₃v symmetry in order for it to be
enhanced via the A-term mechanism with an excited state
having degenerate E symmetry.¹ The presence of J–T
distortion in the excited electronic state indicated by RR
results¹ is consistent with a recent DFT molecular orbital
calculation for the C₃v structure of O=V(OH)₃ in the ground
electronic state:³⁰

(1) The e(3) mode in Table 2 and Fig. 2 of ref. 30 (equivalent
to our ν₄ V–O stretching vibration) shows the strongest
contribution to the J–T distortion.

(2) The totally-symmetric V=O stretching vibration, a₁(4)
in Table 2 and Fig. 2 of ref. 30 and ν₇ (A₁) in our notation
described in Fig. 1, couples to the excited electronic state,
shows the second strongest contribution to the J–T distortion,
but does not lower the molecular symmetry from C₃v to C₁v.

The optimized structure in the (triplet) excited electronic
state has C₁ symmetry, and the J–T stabilization mainly comes
from vibronic coupling of the E-symmetry LUMO and the
E-symmetry vibrational mode.

These arguments are supported by another theoretical
calculation²¹⁰ for O=V(OH)₃ which also finds a structural
distortion and lowering of the symmetry from C₃v in the
ground state to C₁ in the excited electronic state.

6.5 Assignment of Raman bands: symmetric or not

Overtone and combination bands do not appear in normal,
nonresonance Raman spectra, but frequently appear in resonance
Raman (RR) spectra along with the enhanced fundamental bands.
Overtones and combinations have been studied extensively
in small molecules or ions²⁴,²¹¹ and biomolecules³⁷,²¹² by
RR spectroscopy. In contrast, relatively few such studies exist
in heterogeneous catalysts and catalysis. Examples include
Mo=O and Mo–O vibrations on γ-Al₂O₃; V=O and V–O
vibrations on θ-Al₂O₃ and on SiO₂ with 244 nm, 325 nm,
220 nm, and 287 nm excitation.¹,⁵²,⁸⁴

The relationship between totally-symmetric and non-totally-
symmetric modes and the appearance of overtones and
combinations in the RR spectra has been described in the
RR theory section and a recent article.¹ In brief, the clear
appearance of overtone bands in addition to the enhanced
fundamental bands is associated with totally-symmetric
modes.¹¹,¹² Since overtones of non-totally-symmetric modes
generally do not appear, the presence of overtones is a clear
marker for a totally-symmetric mode. Until now in the field of
heterogeneous catalysts and catalysis, resonance enhanced
fundamental bands have been the primary focus, but the
additional information provided by the analysis of overtones
is an important aid in assigning vibrational bands.

6.6 Information on molecular parameters

Overtone and combination bands observed in the RR spectra
also provide useful information about molecular parameters
such as the anharmonicity constant, dissociation energy,
harmonic frequency, and anharmonic force constant. More
details can be found in a recent article on vanadium oxide
catalysts.¹

The position and intensity of fundamental and overtone
Raman bands determine both the harmonic wavenumber ω₀
and anharmonicity constant ωₙx₀ (x = x₁₄). ωₙ = ω₀ is the
vibrational wavenumber corrected for the anharmonicity of
the potential. The anharmonicity constant is a measure of the
deviation from the harmonic potential. x₀ = 0 for the
harmonic potential. The determination of both parameters
makes it possible to estimate the dissociation limit (see below).
The observed wavenumbers, ν₀(n), for fundamental (n = 1),
1st overtone (n = 2), and 2nd overtone (n = 3) from a polyatomic
anharmonic oscillator are given¹²,²¹³ by the expression

νₙ(n) = ν₀ + n(n + 1)xₙ₀ + \cdots

where ‘n’ is normal mode identifier, e.g., ν₀ and x₁₁ for the ν₁
mode. A plot of νₙ(n)/n versus n should be a straight line, with
slope x₁₄ and intercept ωₙ = ω₀ from which ω₁₄ is derived.
Typical plots for the overtone progressions in V=O and V–O
are shown in published papers.¹,⁵²

The force constant can be used in many applications,
e.g., the correlation between the force constant and bond
length,\textsuperscript{214,215} the relationship between force constant and activation energy\textsuperscript{216} or dissociation energy, and the calculation of kinetic isotope effects in the catalytic reaction.\textsuperscript{217} The anharmonicity-corrected force constant, $f_0$, or anharmonic force constant can be obtained using the diatomic oscillator approximation and the equation $\omega_0 = (2\pi c)^{-1}(f_0/\mu)^{0.5}$ where $\mu$ is the reduced mass and $\omega_0$ is the harmonic wavenumber. $f_0$ is, in theory, a more exact representation of the bond force constant than $f$ obtained from the harmonic oscillator equation given by $\omega = (2\pi c)^{-1}(f/\mu)^{0.5}$ where $\omega$ is the wavenumber observed from IR or Raman spectra.\textsuperscript{218,219} The force constants for V–O obtained from these equations are expected to be quite accurate because the V–O stretching mode (e.g., in $C_{3v}$ symmetry) involves no significant motion of the other atoms in the VO\textsubscript{4} unit.\textsuperscript{25,220} The force constants for the V–O stretching mode will be less accurate because normal coordinate for V–O stretching includes movement of the V=O bond (see Fig. 1).\textsuperscript{25} A more accurate estimate can be obtained using the ‘effective’ reduced mass $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ rather than the diatomic reduced mass of $\mu$.\textsuperscript{221}

The dissociation energy ($D_0$) along a normal coordinate represents the depth of the vibrational potential well below the dissociation limit (see Fig. 2). It can be calculated from the harmonic frequency, $\omega_{\text{th}}$, and anharmonic constant, $x_{\text{an}}$, using the standard equation for an anharmonic oscillator. By neglecting cubic and higher-order terms: $D_0$ (in cm$^{-1}$) = $0.25(\omega_{\text{th}}^2/x_{\text{an}}) - 0.5\omega_{\text{th}} + 0.25x_{\text{an}}$, where $0.5\omega_{\text{th}} - 0.25x_{\text{an}}$ is the zero point energy.\textsuperscript{220} The $D_0$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$) values for V–O and V–O modes determined from the RR spectra can be found in the literature.\textsuperscript{4,52}

7. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)

SERS is a surface sensitive technique that involves very large enhancements in Raman scattering for species located at roughened metal surfaces, typically Au or Ag. This phenomenon was first recognized in 1977, when it was observed\textsuperscript{222,223} that the Raman scattering intensity of pyridine adsorbed on electrochemically roughened Ag was enhanced by a factor of $\sim 10^6$. SERS quickly proved to be a powerful tool for fundamental studies of surface adsorbates. Advances in nanofabrication methods that produce substrates with controlled and well-defined plasmonic properties, along with improvements in laser sources, detection schemes, and theoretical modeling have led to the widespread application of SERS to diverse problems of chemical interest. Surface modification techniques have extended the applicability of SERS beyond coinage metal surfaces to many nanomaterials of catalytic interest. In addition, the ability to perform single molecule studies points to the exciting possibility of in situ vibrational characterization at single catalytic sites. In situ characterization of the binding and reaction of molecular adsorbates at catalytic interfaces constitutes a research area of enormous importance for the ultimate goal of rational catalyst design.

Many reviews on the fundamentals as well as applications of SERS exist in the literature;\textsuperscript{224–228} the aim here is to highlight the virtues of SERS for the purpose of studying adsorbates at catalytically relevant interfaces. The advantages and challenges associated with such measurements as well as approaches to extend the applicability of SERS beyond coinage metal surfaces will be discussed.

7.1 Principles of SERS

Early on, significant research effort was aimed at achieving a mechanistic understanding of SERS. In the classical picture of Raman scattering, incident light induces a dipole moment in the molecule which in turn radiates at its oscillation frequencies. Since the induced dipole moment is a product of the molecular polarizability and the applied electric field, it follows that enhanced Raman scattering must arise from an increase in one of these two factors. SERS can therefore be understood as the product of a chemical and an electromagnetic effect.

The chemical mechanism is thought to be an enhancement in polarizability caused by direct interaction between the adsorbed molecule and the metal surface. Perturbations to the electronic structure of the molecule upon adsorption and charge-transfer effects result in an increase in the Raman cross-section for the adsorbed molecule relative to the solution phase. In general, however, the contribution to overall enhancement from chemical effects is quite modest ($\sim 10^2$) in comparison to electromagnetic effects.

The electromagnetic mechanism is based on the interaction of light with the nanostructured metal surface, which excites an oscillation of the conduction electrons known as the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This resonance can occur in materials having a negative real and small positive imaginary dielectric constant, a condition that is met in the visible region for Au, Ag, and Cu. Excitation of the LSPR results in amplification of both the incident and scattered fields at the surface of the metal nanostructure, leading to very large enhancements in Raman scattering.

7.2 Fabricating SERS substrates: nanosphere lithography (NSL) method

A critical consideration in any SERS experiment is the choice of substrate. A multitude of nanostructured surfaces exist that give rise to enhanced scattering, including electrochemically roughened electrodes, metal island films, chemically synthesized nanoparticles, and arrays of nanostructures fabricated by lithographic techniques. Advances in nanofabrication have led to greater control over the size and shape, and therefore optical properties, of nanostructured features on a surface. In particular, nanosphere lithography (NSL) is a simple and effective method of reproducibly fabricating SERS substrates with tunable optical properties.\textsuperscript{229} This technique involves self-assembly of polystyrene or silica nanospheres into a hexagonally close-packed array on a substrate. Metal deposition ($\sim 10–100$ nm) over the sphere mask and subsequent removal of the spheres results in an ordered array of triangular nanoparticles. Alternatively, deposition of a thicker layer of metal ($\sim 200$ nm) without removal of the sphere mask produces a metal film-over-nanospheres (FON) substrate. These NSL-fabricated substrates have typical enhancement factors of $\sim 10^7$. The frequency of the resonance position is controlled by varying the nanosphere diameter and
thickness of metal deposited. From a practical standpoint, the wavelength dependence of electromagnetic enhancement dictates that one should carefully choose the appropriate excitation wavelength and substrate LSPR in order to achieve maximum enhancement.230 While triangular nanoparticle arrays have narrower and more tunable resonances, FON substrates have a much higher surface area for detection which is advantageous for sensing applications.

7.3 Thermally and chemically robust SERS substrates by Al$_2$O$_3$ coating for catalytic studies

One challenge in the use of SERS for catalytic studies has been the instability of SERS substrates under relevant reaction conditions. At elevated temperatures, for example, triangular Ag nanoparticles anneal into hemispheres, which exhibit relatively smaller electromagnetic enhancement.231 The dependence of electromagnetic enhancement on the size and shape of nanoscale features underscores the importance of maintaining the structural integrity of SERS substrates. Thermally robust SERS substrates have been developed in which ultrathin Al$_2$O$_3$ overlayers deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) were used for stabilization.232 Ag nanoparticles having just a 0.2–1.0 nm thick overlayer of Al$_2$O$_3$ were shown to be stable at temperatures up to 500 °C over several hours. Al$_2$O$_3$-coated Ag nanoparticles have also been shown to be stable against high power ultrafast laser pulses and therefore suitable as a platform for both linear and non-linear surface-enhanced laser spectroscopy.233 In addition to thermal deformation, exposure to organic solvents or aqueous solution can also result in morphology changes to SERS substrates. Stability in various solvent environments, critical for liquid-phase studies, can also be achieved with the use of ultrathin Al$_2$O$_3$ overlayers. In the case of AgFONs, Al$_2$O$_3$ coatings as thin as 4 Å prevent surface oxidation and delamination of the Ag film upon exposure to water. Furthermore, Al$_2$O$_3$-coated AgFONs have demonstrated temporal stability up to 12 months.234 For catalytic applications, therefore, the use of ALD to coat SERS substrates with ultrathin Al$_2$O$_3$ layers thus enables the study of surface adsorbates in liquid at elevated reaction temperatures using SERS.

An important consideration when modifying SERS substrates for catalytic studies is the distance dependence of SERS. Enhanced fields generated by excitation of the LSPR extend beyond the surface of the substrate, thereby creating a volume within several nanometres of the surface in which molecules can be detected. It has been shown that SERS intensity scales as $r^{-10}$:

\[ I_{\text{SERS}} \propto \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)^{-10} \]

where $I_{\text{SERS}}$ is the intensity of a particular Raman mode, $a$ is the average size of the field-enhancing features on the surface, and $r$ is the distance from the enhancing surface to the adsorbate.235 The distance dependence allows one to stabilize or functionalize a SERS substrate with materials of catalytic interest while utilizing the enhancing properties of the underlying substrate, but care must be taken to use ultrathin modifiers in order to minimize signal losses.

7.4 Functionalized SERS surfaces for catalysis: overlayer-SERS

A limiting factor in the widespread application of SERS to diverse systems of interest has been the restriction to Au, Ag, and Cu surfaces. While these metals are of great importance in heterogeneous catalysis, access to a wider range of catalytic materials is highly desirable and necessary for SERS to be a generally useful technique for catalytic studies. Toward this end, researchers have looked towards other plasmonic materials for SERS. Transition metal oxides such as Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru, Fe, Co, and Ni have shown SERS activity,236,237 although with much weaker enhancements than typically seen for Au and Ag. A different strategy is to functionalize a SERS-active substrate with the material of catalytic interest. In this case, sufficient coverage must be ensured to avoid interaction of adsorbate molecules with the underlying Au or Ag. In addition, due to the SERS distance dependence, the catalytic material must be sufficiently thin so as to be within the sensing range.

Weaver and co-workers extended the applicability of SERS to the study of catalytically interesting transition-metal interfaces using an overlayer approach.238,241 Electrodeposition yielded ultrathin films (~ 3–5 monolayers thick) of catalytic metals (Pt, Pd, Ir, Rh, and Ru) over roughened Au electrodes. This “overlayer-SERS” strategy utilizes the electromagnetic enhancement from the underlying plasmonic material while providing a functionalized surface having different reactivity. Overlayer deposition enabled SERS studies of chemisorbate binding,242,243 surface oxidation,244 and catalytic reactions such as methanol oxidation,245,246 on transition metal surfaces. Using a similar strategy, Au colloids immobilized on an ITO (indium tin oxide) electrode were coated with a monolayer of Pt or Pd using redox-replacement of underpotential-deposited Cu.247 SERS measurements of CO and ethylene adsorption exhibited well-defined vibrational properties and pinhole-free coverage, demonstrating the potential of this technique for the preparation of diverse nanomaterials relevant to catalysis.

An alternative overlayer approach is the use of ALD to functionalize SERS-active substrates with materials of catalytic interest. ALD is a thin film growth technique based on the alternating use of self-terminating reactions between gaseous precursor molecules and a substrate.248 The primary advantage of ALD over other deposition methods is the precise thickness control afforded by the self-limiting nature of the surface reactions. Film growth proceeds in a layer-by-layer fashion with atomic level control and is extremely uniform, even over high surface area and nanoporous structures. It is important to note that because SERS intensity falls off with increasing distance from the surface, the ability to grow films with subnanometre thickness is highly desirable to minimize signal losses. Moreover, the wide variety of materials that can be grown by ALD presents new possibilities for versatile surface functionalization. A wealth of metal oxides used in heterogeneous catalysis, such as Al$_2$O$_3$, TiO$_2$, and VO$_2$, are easily grown over SERS substrates by ALD. In addition, ALD has been shown to be an excellent technique for the synthesis of supported metal nanoparticles.249,251 Specifically Pd and Pt. Significantly, the use of ALD to grow both supported metal oxide and metal nanoparticle catalysts over SERS-active
substrates greatly extends the applicability of SERS to the study of surface adsorbates at catalytically relevant interfaces.

7.5 SERS: single-molecule detection sensitivity

To better understand the chemistry that occurs at a single active site within a heterogeneous catalyst, in situ techniques capable of single molecule detection are needed. Single-molecule fluorescence has been successfully applied to studies of single-nanoparticle catalysis, but this approach is restricted by the need for a fluorescent reaction product or fluorescent probe molecule. Single-molecule SERS (SMSERS), which yields richer chemical information and is more broadly applicable, has the potential to overcome these limitations. Surface-enhanced Raman spectra from individual molecules were first observed in 1997 independently by the groups of Nie and Kneipp. Nie and Emory detected Raman scattering from single rhodamine 6G molecules adsorbed on Ag nanoparticles at concentrations corresponding to zero or one analyte molecule per nanoparticle (\(<10^{-10}\) M). Kneipp et al. observed SMSERS of crystal violet on Ag nanoparticles in solution where fluctuations in signal intensity and statistical analysis were used as evidence of single-molecule behavior. In search of a more definitive proof of SMSERS, Etchegoin and co-workers introduced the bi-analyte technique which relied on competitive adsorption between two analytes, R6G and benzotriazole. However, interpretation of results based on this approach can be difficult due to differences in Raman cross-section, absorption spectra, and surface binding affinity of the two analytes. The isotopologue approach developed by Dieringer et al. improves upon the bi-analyte technique by the use of two isotopologues which are chemically similar but have unique vibrational signatures. At sufficiently low concentrations where only one molecule is adsorbed to a nanoparticle, SMSER spectra contain the features of only a single isotopologue. Recent efforts to elucidate the structure of SMSERS hot spots are directed toward the ultimate goal of developing tailored substrates with reproducible single-molecule activity. Optimization of highly enhancing substrates will enable the general application of SMSERS and provide insight into many chemical problems, including those in heterogeneous catalysis.

7.6 SERS for liquid-phase heterogeneous catalysis: a comparison with ATR and SFG techniques

Reactions that occur at the solid/liquid interface are of great importance in many catalytic processes, for example in the processing of biomass to fuels. To characterize the binding and reaction of surface adsorbates, in situ techniques are needed that can identify surface species in aqueous solution. Attenuated Total Reflectance Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-IR) has been used to study liquid-phase heterogeneous catalytic reactions, but interference from strongly absorbing solvents, particularly water, can be problematic. The lack of surface specificity also makes data interpretation quite difficult as the spectra represent a mixture of species adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst as well as species dissolved in solution. Sum frequency generation (SFG) is a non-linear vibrational spectroscopy that can provide detailed information on the surface structure and orientation of molecules at buried interfaces. SFG studies of hydrocarbons at liquid/metal oxide interfaces point to the potential of this technique for in situ characterization of surface adsorbates in the liquid phase, but SFG suffers from a limited spectral range. SERS, which provides detailed vibrational information over a wide spectral range, is ideally suited for measurements at the liquid/solid interface because of its superior surface sensitivity as well as its compatibility with water.

Using SERS, Heck et al. were able to study the catalytic hydrodechlorination of 1,1-dichloroethene (1,1-DCE) in water at room temperature. In this work, Au nanoshells enhanced the catalytic activity of Pd islands while providing the surface-enhancement necessary for sensitive measurements. Adsorption and reaction of 1,1-DCE were monitored in real time with SERS, providing spectroscopic evidence for a number of surface intermediates in the reaction sequence. For many catalytic reactions of interest, one would also like the ability to measure SERS at the liquid/solid interface at elevated temperatures. As highlighted earlier, ultrathin metal oxide layers improve the thermal and solvent stability of Ag SERS substrates, thus enabling measurements under catalytically relevant conditions. To demonstrate that SERS is capable of observing surface adsorbates in a liquid environment at elevated temperatures, AgFON substrates optimized for operation with 532 nm laser excitation (nanosphere diameter = 390 nm and Ag film thickness = 200 nm) were functionalized with ultrathin layers of Al2O3 (~0.4 nm) using ALD. A 50 mM aqueous solution of pyridine was dosed over the surface in a flow cell held at various temperatures up to 90 °C and the SERS spectrum was measured (Fig. 8). This simple experiment demonstrates the potential of SERS as a tool for studying catalysis at the liquid/solid interface.

![Fig. 8](image-url) Surface-enhanced Raman spectra of pyridine adsorbed on an Al2O3-modified AgFON in water at elevated temperatures. Strong peaks at 1036 and 1007 cm\(^{-1}\) are ring-breathing modes of pyridine.
8. Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)

An important variation of SERS, tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), has emerged as a promising technique for in situ chemical analysis on the nanoscale. In TERS, enhancement arises from a metallic scanning probe microscopy (SPM) tip rather than from the substrate. By combining the sensitivity and rich chemical information of SERS with the excellent spatial resolution of scanning probe microscopy, TERS has the potential to be a very powerful tool for surface analysis. In this section, the advantages and challenges of this combined approach as well as advancements made in the application of TERS are outlined. The aim is to provide an overview of TERS and highlight its potential impact in the area of heterogeneous catalysis; for a more in-depth discussion of the topic, interested readers are referred to several reviews on the topic.262–265

When a Au or Ag SPM tip is irradiated with visible light, excitation of the LSPR results in an enhanced electromagnetic field which is locally confined around the tip apex. This enhanced electromagnetic field increases Raman scattering from molecules located in the near-field region of the tip by 3 to 6 orders of magnitude.264 The use of an SPM tip also provides nanometre spatial resolution, a significant improvement to the diffraction-limited spatial resolution of SERS which is \( \sim \lambda_{\text{nm}}/2 \). The theoretical concept of TERS was first proposed in 1985 by Wessel, who imagined an optical probe with nanometre resolution based on spatial confinement of an electromagnetic field by surface plasmons of a metal particle.266 The metal particle would enhance Raman scattering at the sample surface, and microscopy could be performed by raster scanning the particle across the surface. The experimental realization of such a technique was achieved with the first TERS measurements conducted fifteen years later.267–269

By bringing the enhancing feature (tip) to the sample, the restriction to coinage metal surfaces or the need for surface modification of SERS-active substrates is avoided. TERS has the potential to be a completely substrate general technique, an obvious advantage for the study of various catalytic surfaces. Combined spectral and topographical imaging capabilities provide both structural and chemical information about the composition of a surface. Importantly, TERS is a technique compatible with both ambient and ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environments. In UHV, integration of laser excitation with STM capabilities permits atomic resolution and structural elucidation of adsorbate molecules on clean, single-crystal or nanostructured surfaces in a controlled environment. TERS can therefore be a complementary characterization technique to the variety of other UHV analysis tools available such as EELS, XPS, TPD, etc. On the other hand, the ability to conduct TERS experiments under ambient conditions broadens the applicability of the technique and enables measurements under conditions relevant to various catalytic processes.

8.1 Experimental considerations of TERS

TERS is performed using either an atomic force microscope (AFM) or a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). An STM affords more control over the tip-sample gap, but is limited to analysis of conductive samples. An AFM can be used in either contact (tapping) or non-contact (shear-force) mode, depending on the application. When contact mode is used, it is extremely important to verify that analyte molecules did not attach to the tip upon contact. This can be done by measuring the Raman scattering from just the tip itself. Samples which may be damaged by contact or easily contaminate the tip are better examined using shear-force AFM where a safe distance between the tip and substrate is maintained. However, this distance can lead to lower signal owing to the distance dependence of the electromagnetic enhancement.

Two types of tips are commonly employed in TERS experiments: electrochemically etched Au or Ag wires, and AFM cantilevers metallized by vapor deposition. Perhaps the greatest challenge in TERS is the fabrication of robust, reproducible, highly-enhancing tips. With etched metal tips, the fragile apex can be easily damaged by contact; with metallized AFM tips, adhesion of the metal is often poor. While the optical properties of Ag may be more favorable in terms of enhancement, Ag is prone to oxidation and therefore Au tips are often used because of their superior chemical stability. Thin coatings of a metal oxide such as SiO\(_2\) or Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) have been shown to protect the tip from physical and chemical damage.270,271 Tips are also susceptible to annealing and morphology changes caused by local heating which results from a very strong electromagnetic field at the tip. In addition to robustness, maintaining tip cleanliness is another issue of great importance in TERS studies. Several groups have found that highly enhancing tips often show intense signal from carbonaceous contamination.272,273

The experimental configuration needed for a TERS experiment is dictated primarily by the type of sample to be investigated. For opaque samples, the tip-sample junction can be illuminated from the side using a long working distance objective to focus and collect Raman scattered light. If the sample is transparent, an inverted microscope set-up can be used where in-line illumination is used and Raman scattered light is collected back through a high numerical aperture objective. In-line illumination can also be used with a parabolic mirror which focuses incident light on the tip-sample junction and collects a greater angle of scattered light. Perfect focusing of light on the tip sample junction and efficient collection of Raman scattered light are crucial to the success of TERS experiments. To avoid photodecomposition, it is usually necessary to keep laser power low (\( \sim a\) few mW) with short integration times.263 Visible excitation is typically used since the plasmon resonances of Au and Ag are in this region, but TERS with near-UV excitation has recently been shown using an Al tip, albeit with much lower enhancement.274

Representative TERS spectra obtained using a Au coated AFM tip under ambient conditions are shown in Fig. 9 (reprinted from ref. 275). In spectrum A, Raman scattering of benzenethiol adsorbed to an 8 nm Au island film (AuIF) is observed with high signal-to-noise when the tip is engaged in contact mode. In B, laser focus is maintained on the sample while the tip is withdrawn by 100 \( \mu \)m. When the AFM tip is re-engaged, the TERS spectrum is reproduced (C). After several engage–disengage cycles, the sample was removed and Raman scattering form the tip itself was measured to ensure that benzenethiol molecules were not transferred from the
subrate to the tip (D). The observed TERS signal therefore originated from the molecules adsorbed on the Au surface. By taking the difference in surface area between the laser spot (∼1 μm²) and the contact area of the AFM tip (∼300 nm²) into account, the average enhancement factor is estimated to be >10⁴, demonstrating the sensitivity resulting from tip enhancement.

8.2 TERS measurements on single-crystalline surfaces

Surface science studies on single-crystalline samples have provided a wealth of information relevant to the understanding of heterogeneous catalysis. The use of Raman spectroscopy to probe surface adsorbates on flat single-crystals is extremely difficult owing to the weakness of Raman scattering and the lack of surface-enhancement, which requires nanoscale roughness. TERS overcomes this limitation and enables vibrational identification and characterization of surface adsorbed species on atomically smooth single-crystals. Pettinger et al. demonstrated TERS of adsorbed species on flame-annealed Au(111) and Pt(110) surfaces using a Au STM tip. Additional Raman enhancements on the order of 10⁵ for CN⁻ ions adsorbed on Au(111) and 10⁶ for malachite green isothiocyanate (MGITC) molecules on Au(111) were achieved. The detection of CN⁻ was notable because it was the first TERS measurement of a nonresonant species on a single-crystal surface. Ren et al. measured the TERS spectrum of a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of benzenethiol, another nonresonant molecule, on a flame-annealed Pt(110) surface. Higher intensity was observed for benzenethiol adsorbed on Au(111) due to better optical coupling between the substrate and tip. Different vibrational frequencies and relative intensities were also observed on the two surfaces, highlighting the power of Raman spectroscopy to probe slight variations in adsorbate-substrate interaction.

8.3 Single-molecule detection sensitivity of TERS

The ability of TERS to reach single molecule detection sensitivity was first demonstrated by the groups of Raschke and Pettinger, who examined the dye molecules malachite green and malachite green isothiocyanate, respectively, adsorbed on Au surfaces. Subsequent measurements by the Zenobi group of the dye molecule brilliant cresyl blue (BCB) on a Au film displayed behavior consistent with single molecule sensitivity. These initial single molecule studies, however, were based on indirect evidence such as spectral fluctuations. With TERS, the ability to image a single molecule in addition to collecting its Raman scattering spectrum offers an advantage in proving single molecule detection. Steidtmann and Pettinger were able to image a single BCB molecule adsorbed on Au(111) using STM and subsequently collect its TER spectrum. The key to this experiment was operation under UHV conditions where photobleaching was substantially reduced and thus a longer analysis time was possible. Additionally, they were able to perform TERS imaging of a single BCB molecule yielding chemical information with a lateral resolution of 15 nm. In this single molecule UHV-TERS experiment, enhancement of Raman scattering in the near-field of the STM tip was estimated to be ∼10⁶. Additional Raman enhancement resulting from resonant excitation of the dye molecule enabled single molecule detection sensitivity. These preliminary results in the area of single molecule TERS provide strong evidence for the possibility of using TERS to probe individual molecules at specific catalytic sites.

8.4 Applications of TERS and potential to heterogeneous catalysis

While experimental and theoretical effort is still primarily focused on understanding and improving TERS from a fundamental aspect, several groups are also working to extend the application of TERS to diverse problems in chemistry, biology, and materials science. Samples that have been investigated with TERS include biological molecules, cells, carbon nanotubes, graphene, polymer-blend thin films, semiconductors, and inorganic nanocrystals.

The potential of TERS for in situ studies of relevance to heterogeneous catalysis is clearly illustrated in a recent study by Domke and Pettinger. Using an ambient TERS set-up, both chemical and topographical information about the nature of cobalt meso-tetraphenylporphyrin (CoTPP) adsorbed on a Au(111) single crystal were obtained. STM images revealed spontaneous formation of two distinct surface phases: a well ordered adlayer of CoTPP molecules as well as a disordered phase. The corresponding TERS spectrum from each region show chemically distinct signatures as well. The Raman fingerprint from the ordered phase resembles that of ligand-free CoTPP which is only weakly bound to the Au surface. The TERS spectrum of the disordered phase, however, shows several additional vibrational bands which can be attributed to CO and/or NO axial binding to CoTPP. Simultaneous chemical and topographical discrimination between an axially complexed and ligand-free organometallic porphyrin on a single crystal surface demonstrates the power of TERS for the chemical analysis of surfaces.
Recently, the Zenobi group has advanced the application of TERS to studies at the liquid/solid interface. In a proof-of-principal study, Schmid et al. performed TERS on a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) covered Au surface with both the tip and sample immersed in water. The SiO$_2$/Ag-coated AFM tip was shown to be robust in an aqueous environment, and enhancements of $\sim 10^7$ were observed. Reduced carbon contamination for measurements in water as compared with measurements in air was also observed, indicating that a liquid environment may help to alleviate the problem of local heating and sample degradation. Performing TERS in a liquid environment enables in situ analysis of biological samples, but this technique also opens the door for surface studies at the liquid/solid interface of importance for many heterogeneous catalytic processes.

9. Conclusions

An extensive explanation and discussion is provided of (1) several types of resonance Raman (RR) experimental systems, (2) three distinct sources of Raman (fluorescence) background, (3) structural changes in the excited state that are associated with the photocatalytic active site, (4) detection sensitivity comparison of RR with other commonly-used techniques, and (5) a new unified method to assign UV-vis bands compared with three well-known methods. RR is capable of (1) vibrational spectroscopic measurements in the whole spectral region ($\sim 100$–$4000$ cm$^{-1}$) under in situ, high-temperature operando conditions, (2) high detection sensitivity and selectivity in probing surface metal oxides (as well as bulk species), and (3) providing useful information on photocatalytically-relevant excited states. These features make RR spectroscopy ideal for the characterization of solid catalysts and materials and catalytic reactions.

Surface specificity, single-molecule detection sensitivity, and compatibility with gaseous or liquid environments make SERS (surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy) uniquely suited for obtaining detailed vibrational information on both catalysts and chemisorbates. Some limitations of instability of SERS substrates at high temperature and restriction to Au, Ag, and Cu surfaces can be overcome by the overlayer approach. Overlayer strategies such as ALD (atomic layer deposition) enable stabilization and functionalization of SERS substrates, therefore broadening the applicability of SERS to many systems of interest in heterogeneous catalysis. The powerful combination of SERS with scanning probe microscopy makes TERS (tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy) a promising tool for achieving unprecedented structural and chemical characterization of catalytic surfaces. The progress highlighted in this review point to a promising future in which RR and enhanced Raman spectroscopy will have significant impact on the field of heterogeneous catalysis.
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